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Abstract In the aftermath of Donald Trump’s 2016 electoral-college
victory, journalists focused heavily on the White working class (WWC)
and the relationship between economic anxiety, racial attitudes, immigration attitudes, and support for Trump. One hypothesized but untested
proposition for Donald Trump’s success is that his unorthodox candidacy, particularly his rhetoric surrounding economic marginalization
and immigration, shifted WWC voters who did not vote Republican in
2012 into his coalition. Using a large national survey, we examine: (1)
whether racial and immigration attitudes or economic dislocation and
marginality were the main correlates of vote switching; and (2) whether
this phenomenon was isolated among the White working class. Findings
indicate that a nontrivial number of White voters switched their votes
in the 2016 election to Trump or Clinton, that this vote switching was
more associated with racial and immigration attitudes than economic
factors, and that the phenomenon occurred among both working-class
and nonworking-class Whites, though many more working-class Whites
switched than did nonworking-class Whites. Our findings suggest that
racial and immigration attitudes may be continuing to sort White voters
into new partisan camps and further polarize the parties.
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VOTE SWITCHING IN THE 2016 ELECTION
HOW RACIAL AND IMMIGRATION ATTITUDES, NOT
ECONOMICS, EXPLAIN SHIFTS IN WHITE VOTING
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Racial Realignment: Conceptions of Partisanship and
Partisan Change
Partisanship is one of the most widely studied phenomena in political science.
Traditional views of partisan identification focus on the issues, ideologies,
and groups connected to each party, what Huddy, Mason, and Aarøe (2015)
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The realignment of party coalitions around issues of race and civil rights
stands as one of the most consequential political developments of the twentieth century. By the 1990s, political elites were well sorted into racially liberal and racially conservative camps, and most politically informed voters had
followed suit (Carmines and Stimson 1989; Schickler 2016; Kuziemko and
Washington 2018), suggesting that there may be little further room for racial
attitudes to influence White Americans’ partisan attachments.
More recently, however, the two-term presidency of the nation’s first Black
president, partisan polarization over immigration policy, and visible and
rapid Latino population growth may be further transforming mass partisanship. Existing partisan coalitions that have characterized the two parties in
American politics for several decades are shifting and may be contributing
to the further partisan realignment of White citizens. As Republicans have
pushed right on race, Democrats are increasingly relying on minority voters to
win elections, strengthening the link between the Democratic Party and racial
and ethnic minorities (Frymer 2010; Abrajano and Hajnal 2015; Tesler 2016).
This paper tests whether Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton’s unique candidacies may have facilitated vote switching in the 2016 election, a precursor
to durable partisan change. First, did a sizable number of White voters switch
their vote in 2016 and was this vote switching unique to the White working
class? Second, are immigration and racial attitudes or economic dislocation
and marginality more strongly associated with this vote switching?
We find evidence that a nontrivial number of both working-class and nonworking-class White voters did switch their votes in the 2016 election and that
this vote switching was associated more with racial and immigration attitudes
than economic factors.
This paper contributes to a growing literature on White racial attitudes
and White responses to demographic change and perceived immigrant
threat in American politics. While others have shown that contextual demographic threat contributed to Trump support during the 2016 primary election
(Newman, Shah, and Collingwood 2018), and that racial and immigration attitudes were associated with Trump support among voters (Mutz 2018; Sides,
Tesler, and Vavreck 2018), this paper is the first to thoroughly examine the
correlates of vote switching in the 2016 election. Our findings suggest that the
United States may be in the midst of further electoral realignment as partisan
voting continues to polarize around issues of race and immigration.
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America’s First Black President
The election of a Black man to the White House served as a highly visible and
symbolic political shock (Parker and Barreto 2013), shattering the long era
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and Huddy, Bankert, and Davies (2018) call the instrumental conception of
partisanship (Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee 1954; Campbell et al. 1960;
Abramowitz and Saunders 2006). More recently, scholars have conceived
of partisanship as a social identity, comparable to race or religion (Green,
Palmquist, and Schickler 2002; Huddy, Mason, and Aarøe 2015; Huddy and
Bankert 2017; Mason and Wronski 2018; Rothschild et al. 2018). In this view,
partisan affiliation is akin to a salient social group attachment (Tajfel 1981)
and partisanship the result of “comparing a judgment about oneself with one’s
conception of a social group. As people reflect on whether they are Democrats
or Republicans (or neither), they call to mind a mental image, or stereotype,
or what these sorts of people are like and square those images with their own
conception” (Green, Palmquist, and Schickler 2002, 8).
While these two conceptions are often pitted against each another as mutually
exclusive, they need not be. Studies of voter conceptions of partisanship find
evidence for both (Rothschild et al. 2018), and both allow for partisan change,
albeit via different mechanisms. Instrumental partisan change can occur if parties shift positions on issues that may be important to certain voters. Changes
in partisan identity can occur if the primary social groups that make up parties
change (i.e., which social groups “go with” each party). We argue that three
parallel trends have opened the door for vote switching in 2016 among partisans
via both channels: the election of Barack Obama, mass immigration from Latin
American countries, and the slow collapse of American manufacturing.
While these three trends affect all voters, there is reason to believe that
the White working class—increasingly alienated from the two-party system,
threatened by demographic change, and unsure of its future economic prospects—was uniquely positioned to be cross-mobilized in the 2016 election.
Indeed, politicians have not courted the White working class for some time.
Democratic base-building strategies have focused on fostering a growing
Latino and Asian American electorate (Barreto, Collingwood, and Manzano
2010; Wong et al. 2011; Abrajano and Hajnal 2015), rather than courting
working-class Whites. The contemporary Republican Party similarly has
struggled with White working-class mobilization. Though it has not been shy
about using dog-whistle racial appeals to try to appeal to racially conservative Whites (López 2015), it may be too strongly associated with the wealthy
elite (Ahler and Sood 2018) for working-class Whites to feel like they belong
(Green, Palmquist, and Schickler 2002). As a result, the White working class
has felt increasingly alienated from both parties, neither of which look like
their group or are perceived as representing their group’s interests (Gest 2016).
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Changing Demographics and Immigration Attitudes
The racial symbolism of electing the first non-White president has been coupled with rapid demographic change. It is likely that attitudes toward other
non-White outgroups, like Latino immigrants, also spill over into White partisanship. “Latino threat” has been operationalized as both contextual and
symbolic, with anti-immigrant attitudes being triggered by local demographic
shifts (Newman 2013; Enos 2014) as well as national rhetoric and trends
(Abrajano and Hajnal 2015). As a result, attitudes toward a variety of policy
issues like welfare, health, and education now are associated with immigration
attitudes and Latino affect (Fox 2004; Abrajano and Hajnal 2015).
More importantly, Latino affect and fear of demographic change has also
been linked to individual-level ideology and partisanship (Valentino, Brader,
and Jardina 2013; Craig and Richeson 2014; Abrajano and Hajnal 2015). Lab
experiments have shown that exposure to news about shifting demographics
moves White Americans in an ideologically conservative direction and toward the Republican Party (Craig and Richeson 2014), a shift also seen in
observational data (Abrajano and Hajnal 2015). Ostfeld (2018) finds that
when White voters learn about Democratic outreach to Latinos, they become
less supportive of the Democratic Party. Indeed, Abrajano and Hajnal (2015)
show that in the near term, Latino population growth will likely result in many
White Americans shifting into the Republican Party as partisan elites continue
to polarize on issues of immigration and race.

Partisan Groups, Issues, and Vote Switching
How do these visible changes translate into vote switching and partisan change?
According to instrumental views of partisan change, the increased political
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of racial silence ushered in by Bill Clinton’s presidency (Tesler 2016). The
Democratic Party no longer was associated just with civil rights and Black
voters but had succeeded in electing an African American to the most powerful
and visible position in the world. As a result of President Obama’s election,
racial attitudes began to spill over into Americans’ evaluations of numerous
political phenomena, including economic trends, public policies, and public
figures (Tesler 2016; Yadon and Piston 2018; Enders and Scott 2018).
This increased racialization of American politics spilled over into partisanship as well (Tesler 2016), as low-information Whites with lower levels of
attitude constraint (Converse 1964) increasingly linked their racial attitudes
with their partisan identities, producing a racially polarized shift of White racial liberals toward the Democrats and White racial conservatives toward the
Republicans.
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1. According to the National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials, among the
partisan offices held by Latinos in 2014, 88 percent were Democrats and Latino voters are increasingly voting Democratic (Lopez et al. 2016).
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attention to racialized issues (policing, immigration) during Obama’s tenure
and the increased reliance on non-White voters is shifting the Democratic
Party’s median position on issues away from the median White citizen’s position, resulting in White shifts toward the Republican Party as White voters
update their partisanship to match their policy positions. According to identity-based conceptions of partisan change, the increased perception of the
Democratic Party as a coalition of non-White voters is changing perceptions
of where many Whites feel they belong.
There is evidence that both processes are occurring, with perceptions of
policy shifts following logically from perceptions of a diversifying Democratic
Party. There is little doubt that Obama’s election increased the visibility of
Black voters as a core Democratic constituency (Tesler 2016). For instance,
Americans consistently overestimate the proportion of Democrats that are
Black (41.9 percent compared to the true composition of 23.9 percent) (Ahler
and Sood 2018). In addition, White voters, Republicans in particular, are very
likely to implicitly associate the Democratic Party with African Americans
and the Republican Party with Whites (Zhirkov and Valentino 2017).
The Democratic Party is also increasingly associated with Latinos (Abrajano
and Hajnal 2015). The Democratic Party, particularly Democratic presidential
candidates, frequently and openly courts Latino voters (Collingwood, Barreto,
and Garcia-Rios 2014), which has been shown to turn off many White voters
(Ostfeld 2018), and the majority of Latino elected officials are Democratic.1
This shift in real and perceived composition of parties is no doubt intertwined with perceptions of the ideological orientation and issue priorities of
the Democratic Party. As the party has diversified, White Americans have increasingly perceived the Democratic Party as being further from their own
positions on issues (Zingher 2018), and increasingly aligned with issue priorities of African Americans (Tesler 2016) and immigrants (Abrajano and
Hajnal 2015; Ostfeld 2018).
Regardless of the conceptualization of partisanship and partisan change, evidence suggests that White voters are increasingly perceiving the Democratic
Party as the party of racial and ethnic minorities and racially liberal policy and
the Republican Party as the party of White Americans and racially conservative
policy. Together, these trends could lead to vote switching and eventual stable
shifts in White partisanship. White voters who are racially conservative, who
have more punitive immigration attitudes, or who live in communities undergoing rapid demographic change may be particularly put off by the Democratic
Party’s increasing diversity and shifting issue priorities and drawn to Trump for
his clear and consistent anti-immigrant policy positions and rhetoric appealing
specifically to White voters. At the same time, Donald Trump’s immigration
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H1a: Racial attitudes: White voters who express more conservative racial attitudes will be more likely to switch their vote to Trump than
similarly situated White voters with more liberal racial attitudes.
H1b: Anti-immigrant attitudes: White voters who express more punitive
views on immigration will be more likely to switch their vote to
Trump than similarly situated White voters with less punitive views
on immigration.
H1c: Latino immigrant threat: White voters living in counties undergoing rapid Latino growth will be more likely to switch their vote
to Trump relative to similarly situated White voters who live in
counties with lower levels of Latino growth.
H2a: Racial accommodation: White voters who express more liberal racial
attitudes will be more likely to switch their vote to Clinton than similarly situated White voters with more conservative racial attitudes.
H2b: 	Pro-immigrant attitudes: White voters who express less punitive views
on immigration will be more likely to switch to Clinton than similarly
situated White voters with more punitive views on immigration.
H3: 	The relationship between racial attitudes, immigration attitudes,
Latino threat, and vote switching to Trump will be stronger among
working-class than nonworking-class Whites. The relationship between racial attitudes, immigration attitudes, Latino threat, and
vote switching to Clinton will be stronger among nonworking-class
than working-class Whites.

Economic Marginality and Local Economic Dislocation
We have argued that White voters are a prime target for Trump’s racially conservative rhetoric, particularly after Obama’s presidency and in an era of increased
immigration. Recent economic changes and dislocation in an era of globalization and worker disaffection may have also driven White voters, particularly the
White working class, to support the populist appeals of Donald Trump, whose
rhetoric often dovetailed anti-immigrant with anti-globalization and anti–free
trade themes. Indeed, the media were quick to declare economic dislocation as a
key driver of White voting for Trump (Adams 2016; Sargent 2017).
The White working class has been hit particularly hard by structural economic
changes (Gest 2016). Today there are three times as many white-collar workers
as manual workers, and wages are stagnant for those without a college education (Teixeira and Abramowitz 2008). In this sense, manufacturing decline may
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policy proposals and rhetoric may have driven more traditional, business-oriented, and racially moderate White voters who are comfortable with diversity
away from the Republican presidential candidate and toward Clinton, who embraced a more accommodating position on racial and immigration issues.
We therefore put forth our first group of hypotheses related to vote switching:
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H4a: Economic marginality: White citizens who are economically marginal—whose perceived economic well-being has deteriorated or
who are experiencing relative economic deprivation—will be more
likely to switch their vote to Trump than similarly situated voters
who are not economically marginalized.
H4b: Local economic dislocation: White citizens living in counties undergoing economic decline—growth in unemployment or loss in manufacturing—will be more likely to switch their votes to Trump, relative
to similarly situated voters who do not live in such counties.
H5a: Economic integration: White citizens who are economically integrated—whose perceived economic well-being has improved or
who are not experiencing relative economic deprivation—will be
more likely to switch their vote to Clinton than similarly situated
voters who are not so economically integrated.
H5b: Local economic expansion: White citizens living in counties undergoing economic growth—declines in unemployment or increases in
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be disproportionately felt among the White working class (Meyerson 2015). In
addition, the upward mobility and union protections that defined the working
class’s support for Democrats throughout the middle of the twentieth century is
no longer a reality. The post-recession job recovery during President Obama’s
tenure benefited almost exclusively college-educated workers, leaving out many
middle-income earners (Carnevale, Jayasundera, and Gulish 2015). These economic dislocations have been compounded by the fraying of the communitybased institutions that used to provide safety nets in times of need (Putnam 2001).
Moreover, a broad body of work in political science argues that economic conditions play an outsize role in determining the outcomes of elections (Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000). Political scientists regularly forecast
elections using macroeconomic metrics such as second-quarter GDP growth
(Abramowitz 2016) and change in unemployment (Jerome and JeromeSpeziari 2016). This body of work suggests that voters who switch from one
party to another may do so for retrospective economic reasons—their personal
and local economic conditions have deteriorated under the leadership of the
party from which they switched (Fiorina 1981).
Thus, despite the large body of work showing that racial and immigration attitudes play a central role in recent voting trends, we cannot discount the possibility
that White individuals who switched votes in 2016, particularly White working-class
voters, did so because they were economically marginalized and, consistent with
theories of retrospective voting, did not see Hillary Clinton’s Democratic Party as
one that would address their economic concerns after eight years of Democratic
control of the White House. Conversely, individuals who had not supported a
Democratic president in the previous election but who have seen economic improvements under a Democratic president, or who live in a thriving local economy,
may have been drawn to switch allegiances to Clinton in the 2016 election.
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Methods
We use a large opt-in Internet panel survey, the 2016 Cooperative Congressional
Election Studies (CCES) Survey, to test our hypotheses (Ansolabahere and
Schaffner 2017). The CCES is administered by YouGov/Polimetrix and has
an interview period of September to November. The CCES sample selection
follows a two-stage sample-matching process. First, YouGov draws a stratified
random sample from the 2012 American Community Survey (ACS) respondents. This sample is then matched to members of the YouGov/Polimetrix optin panel, such that the resulting panel looks the same on observables as the
national population.2 The resulting survey includes 64,600 completed interviews with a within-panel participation rate of 41.9 percent and an AAPOR response rate 1 of 13.9 percent. The final sample is weighted to be representative
of the US adult population. Finally, the 2016 vote has been validated using the
Catalist database of registered voters in the United States.3
For Trump-switching models, we restrict the data to only examine White
2016 voters who voted in 2012 for either the Democratic candidate, Barack
Obama, or a third-party candidate, because these are the only voters who are
eligible to switch (n = 19,296). For Clinton-switching models, we restrict the
sample to White 2016 voters who voted in 2012 for either the Republican candidate (Romney) or a third-party candidate (n = 17,493). Split-sample models of the White working class further restrict our sample sizes to n = 10,341
for Trump models and n = 11,299 for Clinton models.4 We present results

2. While online nonprobability samples typically include more politically and civically engaged
individuals, a Pew Research Center study finds that YouGov surveys show the smallest deviations from benchmarks compared to other well-known online opt-in survey panel competitors
(Kennedy et al. 2016; Rivers 2016), producing a national sample that is deemed largely representative and accurate.
3. See https://cces.gov.harvard.edu/ for full details about the survey methodology, including full
question wordings, sampling frame, sampling design, response rates, and voter list matching.
4. We define white working class as those without a four-year college degree. There are numerous
ways to define working class. Educational levels, which we use for our models, serve as a proxy
for skill and human capital, which is increasingly essential in our changing economy (Carnevale,
Jayasundera, and Gulish 2015). Of course, those with college degrees can hold blue-collar
jobs and those without college degrees can be (and frequently are) very successful financially.
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manufacturing—will be more likely to switch their votes to Clinton,
relative to similarly situated voters who do not live in such counties.
H6: The relationship between economic indicators and vote switching
for Trump will be stronger among working-class than nonworkingclass Whites. The relationship between economic indicators and
vote switching for Clinton will be stronger among nonworkingclass than working-class Whites.
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Congruent voting

Partisan vote switching

Total N

2012 Vote

2016 Vote

Romney
Obama
Other
Romney
Other
Obama
Other

Trump
Clinton
Other
Clinton
Clinton
Trump
Trump

Non-WC Whites
35.2%
48.4%
1.3%
3.1%
1.1%
2.4%
0.7%
9,129

WWC
50.4%
31.5%
1.0%
2.0%
0.3%
6.2%
1.4%
13,842

Note.—Partisan vote-switching combinations and weighted percentage of all nonworkingclass White and working-class White adult voters who voted in 2012 and 2016. Congruent voting
figures are shown for comparison. Note that the columns do not sum to 100 percent because several vote combinations were omitted from the table, including demobilization (Romney, Obama,
or Other in 2012 to not voting in 2016), third-party switching (Romney, Obama, or Other in 2012
to third party in 2016), and mobilization (not voting in 2012 to voting for Trump, Clinton, or
Other in 2016).

for working-class Whites, nonworking-class Whites, and all Whites in each
analysis.
Our dependent variables are voting for Trump (1 = yes, 0 = no) and voting for Clinton (1 = yes, 0 = no). Because of the model sample restriction,
a Trump vote switcher can be defined as a White 2016 Trump voter who
voted in 2012 for Barack Obama (the Democrat) or a third-party candidate.
A Clinton vote switcher is a White 2016 Clinton voter who voted in 2012
for Mitt Romney (the Republican) or a third-party candidate.5 We outline
most of the possible vote combinations for 2012 and 2016 voters in table 1
and display the proportion of nonworking-class and working-class Whites
who fall into each strata. Not surprisingly, the vast majority of voters are
congruent voters (Romney to Trump and Obama to Clinton). Among vote
switchers, the focus of this paper, about 6 percent of White working-class
and 2.4 percent of White nonworking-class voters switched to Trump and 2
percent of White working-class and 3.1 percent of White nonworking-class
voters switched to Clinton. Given the over 50.5 million college-educated
Nevertheless, using income to determine working class can be arbitrary, depending on region and
cut-points used, and is often poorly reported on surveys (Teixeira and Abramowitz 2008). We thus
settle on a definition of working class as lacking a four-year college degree. We estimated similar
models defining working class as those in the lower tercile of the income distribution and find
very similar results, which are presented in Online Appendix A.
5. Given concerns of bias related to recalling a vote cast in 2012—due to poor memory or simply
social desirability and lying—we undertake a number of additional analyses in Online Appendix
B. They assess the extent that misreport could bias the results of these analyses. In line with
Rivers and Lauderdale (2016), we conclude that very few respondents lie about which candidate
they supported in the previous election, reducing concerns about significant bias in the measure.
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Table 1. Vote switching combinations
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6. Pooled models, presented in Online Appendix C, return substantively similar results.
7. Full question wording, distributions for key covariates, and scale statistics can be found in
Online Appendix D. Readers might be concerned that horse race models pitting the regression
coefficient of single items, which are more prone to measurement error, against scales, which are
less prone to measurement error (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder 2008), is setting us up for
an unfair comparison. Online Appendix E presents additional models where the scales have been
disaggregated, with no differences emerging.
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White voters and over 46.4 million working-class White voters in 2016 (as
estimated by CNN 2016 exit polls), these percentages are not trivial and
suggest that, in raw numbers, many more working-class Whites than nonworking-class Whites switched their votes in 2016 from Obama to Trump
and far fewer from Romney to Clinton.
Nonetheless, these descriptive statistics do not say anything about which
factors were most strongly related to switching to either Trump or Clinton and
whether those factors varied by partisan affiliation. To answer these questions,
we use logistic regression to model vote switching as a function of racial, immigration, and economic attitudes and contexts. Rather than pool across partisans, we conduct our analyses separately among voters who identify with the
two major parties or as Independents.6
For racial and immigration attitudes, we relied on two batteries of questions. We combine three questions about acknowledgment of race and racism
into a scale of racial attitudes (α = 0.68; average r = 0.42) and recode it to
range between 0 (racially liberal) and 1 (racially conservative). For individual-level immigration attitudes, respondents chose which of four immigration
policy proposals they supported. The four questions were combined into a
single immigration attitude scale (α = 0.69, average r = 0.35) and recoded
to fall between 0 (least punitive) and 1 (most punitive).7 Finally, to measure
demographic change, we calculated Latino growth as the percentage change
in the county Latino population from 2000 to 2014.
We measure economic marginality and local economic dislocation each
in two ways. Economic marginality is operationalized as family-level
retrospective economic evaluation and relative economic deprivation.
Retrospective economic evaluations were measured with a question about
whether over the previous four years the respondent’s household annual income increased or decreased. The responses were recoded to fall between
(0) for increased a lot and (1) for decreased a lot. Relative deprivation is a
combination of the respondent’s self-reported family income and their surrounding economic environment. We code the respondent as economically
marginal if their family income is lower (1) or higher (0) than the median
income in their county of residence.
Economic dislocation is operationalized as change in county-level manufacturing and change in county-level unemployment. Manufacturing loss is
calculated as the percentage change in county manufacturing employment

9,389
–966.969
1,965.938

√

(3)

5,357
–1,487.120
3,006.240

√
915
–532.005
1,096.011

√

0.004* (0.002) –0.004* (0.002)

0.002* (0.001)

4,887
–746.279
1,522.558

√

–0.010 (0.006)

0.007 (0.006)

0.005 (0.004)

2,936
–1,057.267
2,144.534

√

0.002 (0.001)

0.005 (0.005)

***

(5)

Trump switch
Ind (WWC)

599
–381.149
792.297

√

0.003 (0.002)

0.008 (0.007)

**

(6)

GOP (WWC)

4,502
–209.087
448.174

√

0.004 (0.003)

0.023** (0.008)

***

(7)

2,421
–420.517
871.034

√

0.001 (0.002)

0.004 (0.008)

***

(8)

316
–147.858
325.716

√

0.006 (0.004)

0.002 (0.013)
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*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed)

(9)

Dem (non-WWC) Ind (non-WWC) GOP (non-WWC)

2.895 (0.379) 2.216 (0.279) 1.544 (0.480) 4.595 (0.756) 3.395 (0.459) 1.548* (0.736)
2.017*** (0.236) 1.802*** (0.189) 1.064*** (0.287) 1.951*** (0.476) 2.337*** (0.308) 1.475** (0.477)
0.003* (0.001) 0.0004 (0.001) 0.0001 (0.002) –0.001 (0.005)
0.001 (0.002)
0.003 (0.003)
2.088*** (0.316) 0.700** (0.234) 0.788* (0.363) 1.510* (0.610) 0.081 (0.389)
0.726 (0.604)
–0.120 (0.245) –0.347 (0.190) –0.312 (0.301) –0.309 (0.481) –0.174 (0.323) –0.121 (0.525)

(4)
***

***

***

2.559 (0.238) 1.548 (0.398)
1.952*** (0.161) 1.154*** (0.244)
0.001 (0.001)
0.001 (0.001)
0.532** (0.200) 0.822** (0.308)
–0.302 (0.163) –0.272 (0.259)

(2)

Dem (WWC)

Dependent variable:

Note.—Unstandardized logistic regression coefficients. Standard errors in parentheses. Control variables are omitted from table for presentation. Full regression tables available in Online Appendix H.

Observations
Log likelihood
Akaike inf. crit.

Controls?

***

Racial attitudes
3.239 (0.338)
Immigration attitudes
2.024*** (0.211)
Pct. Latino growth (00–14)
0.003* (0.001)
Family econ situation worse 2.015*** (0.279)
Relative deprivation
–0.176 (0.217)
Pct. manufacturing loss
(00–14)
–0.003 (0.006)
Pct. unemployment diff
(00–14)
–0.003 (0.001)

(1)

Dem (all Whites) Ind (all Whites) GOP all Whites)

Predictors of shifting to Trump in 2016

Table 2. Trump vote shift
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(6)

√

584
–287.715
607.430

√

5,526
–832.646
1,697.292

√
7,925
–554.341
1,140.682

√
435
–207.086
444.172

3,426
–413.015
856.031

√

0.002 (0.002)

0.005 (0.003)

0.005** (0.002)

0.003 (0.002)

(7)

0.005 (0.019)

–1.379 (1.048)
–0.575 (0.730)

0.009 (0.007)

√
5,238
–298.933
627.865

√
149
–73.030
176.061

2,100
–408.075
846.151

√

0.004 (0.002)

0.002 (0.007)

–1.036** (0.384)
–0.038 (0.309)

–0.004* (0.002)

***

(8)

2,687
–251.312
532.625

√

0.004 (0.003)

–0.003 (0.011)

–1.838*** (0.556)
–0.454 (0.446)

0.001 (0.003)

***

(9)

Dem (non-WWC) Ind (non-WWC) GOP (non-WWC)

0.006* (0.003) –0.005 (0.006)

0.009 (0.009)

0.003 (0.002)

–0.006 (0.010) –0.005 (0.008)

–0.001 (0.005)

–0.005 (0.009)

0.005 (0.007)

–1.057 (0.542)
0.442 (0.401)

–0.790** (0.282) –1.400*** (0.385) –0.196 (0.570) –0.494 (0.420)
0.077 (0.222)
0.015 (0.290)
0.117 (0.414) 0.193 (0.330)

–0.495 (0.485)
–0.003 (0.347)

***

–0.003 (0.003)

–0.001 (0.002)

***

(5)

0.001 (0.002) –0.004 (0.002)

–0.004* (0.001)

0.002 (0.002)

(4)

Clinton switch
Ind (WWC)
GOP (WWC)

4.208 (0.420) –4.153 (0.546) –0.758 (0.671) 3.795 (0.594) 4.288 (0.773) –3.262* (1.504) –4.846 (0.611) –3.948 (0.785)
1.497*** (0.242) –2.080*** (0.296) 1.299** (0.408) 1.316*** (0.337) 1.993*** (0.417) –0.838 (0.858) –1.719*** (0.356) –2.207*** (0.427)

–1.253* (0.598)
–1.240*** (0.357)
***

(3)

GOP (all Whites) Dem (WWC)

Dependent variable:
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Note.—Unstandardized logistic regression coefficients. Standard errors in parentheses. Control variables are omitted from table for presentation. Full regression tables available in Online Appendix H.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed)

Observations
Log likelihood
Akaike inf. crit.

Controls?

Racial attitudes
Immigration attitudes
Pct. Latino growth
(00-14)
Family econ situation
worse
Relative deprivation
Pct. manufacturing
loss (00-14)
Pct. unemployment
diff (00-14)

(2)

(1)

***

Ind (all Whites)

Dem (all Whites)

Predictors of shifting to Clinton in 2016

Table 3. Clinton vote shift
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Results
Tables 2 and 3 present results from the main logistic regression model that
include racial and immigration attitudes and contexts (H1, H2) and economic factors (H4, H5) for all Whites (columns 1 through 3), the White
working class (columns 4 through 6), and nonworking-class Whites (columns 7 through 9; H3 and H6). Control variables are omitted from the
table for space concerns, but full regression tables are presented in Online
Appendix H. Because logistic regression coefficients are difficult to interpret, we simulate counterfactuals and plot the results for each variable of
interest.10
We begin by looking at the role of racial and immigration factors on vote
switching for Trump. Figure 1 displays the effect of moving racial attitudes
(min to max), immigration attitudes (min to max), and county-level Latino
population (mean ± 2 s.d.) on the probability of vote switching for all White
(circles), White working-class (triangles), and White nonworking-class
(squares) Democrats, Independents, and Republicans.11
First, the associations between each variable and switching for Trump for
working-class and nonworking-class Whites are generally not statistically distinguishable, with the exception of immigration attitudes among Democrats
8. Online Appendix F presents results using the same contextual economic measures but change as
measured between shorter time spans. These results are robust to these alternative specifications.
9. The full model is: Vote ~ β0 + β1 RacialAttitudes + β2 ImmigrationAttitudes + β3 HispanicGrowth
(00–14) + β4 RetrospectiveEconomics + β5 RelativeDeprivation + β6 ManufacturingLoss
(00–14) + β7 CountyUnemploymentChange (00–14) + β8 Income + β9 Unemployed + β10
ForeignBornChange(00–14) + β11 Union + β12 Female + β13 Ideology + β14 South + β15 College.
For each variable, DK and “Refuse” responses are recoded as missing, with the exception of ideology where DK respondents were recoded as moderates (Treier and Hillygus 2009). We have also
run the core analyses using imputed values via the MICE package in R. The results, which are
substantively identical, are reported in Online Appendix G.
10. Model fit statistics are presented in Online Appendix I.
11. All point estimates in figures are estimated from coefficients in tables 2 and 3. Respondents
are split by party because baseline propensity to switch should vary by partisanship. For instance,
it will be easier for a self-identified Republican who voted for Obama in 2012 to “come home”
to his or her party in 2016 than it will be to get a Democrat who voted for Obama in 2012 to vote
for Trump in 2016.
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between 2000 and 2014 and change in unemployment as the percentage
change in unemployment rate at the county level between 2000 and 2014.8
Beyond these key independent variables, our analyses included several control variables that may be related to vote switching, including change in county
foreign-born population, personal income, employment status, self-reported
ideology, union membership, gender, geographic region, and in pooled allWhite-respondent models, education.9
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12. Readers might be concerned that these relationships are endogenous and that respondents are
simply learning and adopting the racial or immigration views of their candidate of choice. We are
skeptical that this is the case, given that group antagonisms are generally crystallized attitudes
(Tesler 2015). Nevertheless, in leveraging a panel dataset to examine how wave one (2011) racial
and immigration attitudes are correlated with vote switching in 2016, we find similar trends, presented in Online Appendix J, suggesting that racial and immigration attitudes preceded Trump’s
rise.
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and Independents. While working-class Whites were more likely to switch
their vote to Trump in 2016 than nonworking-class Whites, both working-class
and nonworking-class Whites with strong racially conservative or punitive immigration views were more likely to switch than those with racially liberal or
pro-immigration views. These relationships are similar across subgroups for
all models.
Second, the association between racial and immigration attitudes and switching to Trump is stronger among Independents and Republicans than among
Democrats. It is easier for Trump’s campaign to “bring home” Republicans
or sway Independents than to persuade Democrats to vote across party lines.
Nevertheless, moving White Democratic racial conservatism and punitive immigration attitudes from their minimum to maximum values, holding all other
variables at their means, is associated with a 12.6 (95 percent CI: [7.4,20.4])
and 3.7 (95 percent CI: [2.5,5.2]) percentage-point increase in the likelihood
of switching to Trump in 2016, a relationship that only strengthens in the
WWC sample.12
Third, the findings show little support that county-level demographic
change is associated with vote switching. While the point estimates are positive, they are substantively small and generally statistically indistinguishable
from zero. If we simulate the probability of Trump vote switching for the full
range of Latino population change (–100 percent to 1,409 percent), the point
estimates increase substantially for working-class White Democrats (66 percentage points), Independents (18 percentage points), and Republicans (6
percentage points). However, because we are extrapolating to extreme outliers, these estimates are highly imprecise. These results could be due to the
fact that politics is increasingly becoming nationalized, fueled by declining
local media (Prior 2007; Martin and McCrain 2018) and decreasing knowledge of and interest in local political events (Hopkins 2018). These findings echo the sociotropic literature on immigration attitudes that suggests
that immigration attitudes are driven more by national than local concerns
of the cultural and economic threat posed by immigrants (Hainmueller and
Hopkins 2014).
Figure 2 displays the effect of moving racial attitudes (max to min) and
immigration attitudes (max to min) on the probability of switching a vote to
Clinton for all White (circles), White working-class (triangles), and White
nonworking-class (squares) Democrats, Independents, and Republicans. Note
that the direction of the counterfactual scenario is inverted to be consistent
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Immigration Attitudes

Latino Growth

Change Prob New Trump Voter | Party

1.0

0.5

Sample
All Whites
WWC
Non−WC Whites

0.0

−0.5

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Figure 1. Race, immigration, and switching to Trump. Points indicate
effect of moving each variable from its minimum to maximum value (except
Latino growth, which was moved from 2 s.d. below to 2 s.d. above its mean
so we aren’t extrapolating to extreme outliers) while holding all others at their
means. Lines indicate simulated 95 percent confidence intervals.

Change Prob New Clinton Voter | Party

Racial Attitudes

Immigration Attitudes

0.50

Sample
All Whites

0.25

WWC
Non−WC Whites

0.00

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Figure 2. Race, immigration, and switching to Clinton. Points indicate
effect of moving each variable from its maximum to minimum value (except
Latino growth, which was moved from 2 s.d. above its mean to 2 s.d. below)
while holding all others at their means. Circles indicate model for all White
respondents, triangles for just White working-class respondents, and squares
for nonworking-class White respondents. Lines indicate simulated 95 percent
confidence intervals.
with hypotheses tested. In other words, these plots can be interpreted as the increase in the predicted probability of switching for Clinton given a shift from
the most racially conservative to the most racially liberal and from the most
punitive to the least punitive views on immigration.
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Relative Econ Dep

Change Prob New Trump Voter | Party

0.2

0.0

Sample

−0.2

All Whites
Manufacturing Loss

Change Unemployment

0.4

WWC
Non−WC Whites

0.2

0.0

−0.2
Democrat

Independent

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Figure 3. Economic marginality and switching to Trump. Points indicate
effect of moving from minimum to maximum values (retrospective economic
evaluations and economic deprivation) or from 2 s.d. below to above the mean
(manufacturing loss and change in unemployment). Circles indicate model for
all White respondents, triangles for just White working-class respondents, and
squares for nonworking-class White respondents. Lines indicate simulated 95
percent confidence intervals.
Similar trends emerge in the Clinton models as in the Trump models. The
most racially liberal Democrats, Independents, and Republicans were more
likely to switch to Clinton in the 2016 election than the most racially conservative. This relationship is stronger among nonworking-class Whites than
among working-class Whites. The same goes for Democrats, Independents,
and Republicans who held the least punitive immigration views.
In sum, we find support for part of hypotheses H1 and H2. Symbolic racial
and immigration attitudes were strongly associated with vote switching in the
2016 election. White voters who held punitive immigration or racially conservative views were more likely to switch to Trump in the 2016 election than
those with pro-immigration or racially liberal views, who were more likely to
switch to Clinton. This suggests that symbolic racial and immigration attitudes
played an important role in shuffling some White voters in the 2016 election.
We did not uncover strong evidence for the hypothesis that living in counties
with the most rapidly changing Latino population was associated with vote
switching to Trump. Most of the coefficients were positive and significant,
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Relative Econ Dep

0.50

Change Prob New Clinton Voter | Party

0.25
0.00
−0.25

Sample

−0.50

All Whites
Manufacturing Loss

Change Unemployment

0.75

WWC
Non−WC Whites

0.50
0.25
0.00
−0.25
−0.50
Democrat

Independent

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Republican

Figure 4. Economic integration and switching to Clinton. Points indicate
effect of moving from minimum to maximum values (retrospective economic
evaluations and economic deprivation) or from 2 s.d. below to above the mean
(manufacturing loss and change in unemployment). Circles indicate model for
all White respondents, triangles for just White working-class respondents, and
squares for nonworking-class White respondents. Lines indicate simulated 95
percent confidence intervals.
but the effects were too small to be substantively meaningful. With respect
to H3, the effects of these attitudinal dispositions were slightly more associated with switching to Trump among working-class Whites and to Clinton
among nonworking-class Whites, though the differences were small and often
statistically indistinguishable. While more working-class Whites switched to
Trump and more nonworking-class Whites to Clinton, the association between
their symbolic racial and immigration attitudes and vote switching were not
substantively different.13
Turning to economic indicators, figure 3 presents a similar plot with four
panels for family economic marginality (min to max), relative economic
13. Two explanations may speak to why racially conservative White voters were supporting
Obama in 2012 in the first place. First, the 2016 election was far more racialized than the 2008
or 2012 elections, sending a clearer signal of racial positions between the two candidates, which
might filter down to even the least politically aware citizens. Second, the 2016 election followed a
longer trend of racially white conservative Democrats sorting into the Republican Party, a process
that was far from complete in 2012 and will likely continue past 2016. We expand on these arguments in Online Appendix K.
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14. While the retrospective measure is positively related to vote switching, we also note that
evaluations of finances are influenced by a respondent’s partisanship and the party that happens
to be in power (Healy, Persson, and Snowberg 2017), though far less so than evaluations of the
national economy (Bartels 2002), suggesting that part of the effect found here could be simply
reflecting partisanship.
15. Online Appendixes L and M present two additional analyses assessing mobilization/demobilization between 2012 and 2016 and assessing whether effects are amplified in swing states
versus non-swing states. The relationships between the key IVs and outcomes look similar for
mobilization (examining those who did not vote in 2012) but much weaker for demobilization.
No strong differences emerged between swing and non-swing state residents.
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deprivation (min to max), county-level manufacturing loss (μ + / −2 s.d.), and
change in county-level unemployment (μ + / −2 s.d.) for the same subgroups.
Across the board, weaker relationships exist between economic indicators and vote switching to Trump than our race and immigration measures.
Hypothesis 4a predicted that White voters experiencing economic marginality—negative economic retrospective evaluations or relative economic deprivation—will be more likely to switch to Trump than those who do not.
Weak support exists for this argument. The first panel of figure 3 shows that
those with the strongest decline in family income over the previous year were
slightly more likely to switch to Trump than those with improving family incomes. White working-class Democrats and Independents who reported the
steepest declines in family income were only about 5.4 (95 percent CI: [3.5,8])
and 6.9 (95 percent CI: [2.3,11.7]) percentage points more likely to switch to
Trump. That jumps to an imprecisely estimated 19.4 points (95 percent CI:
[3,35]) for Republicans. We find no relationship between relative economic
deprivation and switching to Trump for any subgroup.14
While individual-level measures of economic marginality are only weakly
associated with switching to Trump in 2016, perhaps contextual-level indicators are more robust predictors of vote switching given the Trump campaign’s
focus on widespread job losses and manufacturing decline in the United
States. Hypothesis 5a posited that White citizens who lived in economically
declining counties were more likely to switch to Trump than similarly situated
voters whose communities were not undergoing economic decline. As shown
in figure 3, there is no relationship between county-level economic decline and
vote switching in 2016.
Finally, figure 4 displays the same results for the Clinton models. Hypothesis
5a posited that positive retrospective evaluations and positive relative family
income would be associated with switching to Clinton. Once again, in flipping
the direction of the counterfactual simulation to be consistent with our hypotheses, we find no substantively and statistically significant relationship between
economic marginality or local economic dislocation and vote switching for
Clinton. Similarly null results emerge for tests of local economic dislocation
and vote switching for Clinton.15
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Discussion and Conclusion
The 2016 election was unique both for the unorthodox candidacy of Donald
Trump and for featuring the first female nominee of the two major parties.
Trump surprised the world by pulling off an upset victory, with unexpected
wins in a number of “blue firewall” states. Subsequent media analyses of the
election highlighted the role of both economic anxiety and racial and ethnic
attitudes among the White working class in driving this outcome. In this investigation, we sought to understand whether immigration or economics played a
bigger role in this process, whether this vote switching was isolated among the
working class, and whether voters were switching away from the Republican
Party and toward Clinton as well.
Throughout this paper, we presented evidence that Trump’s and Clinton’s
candidacies and campaign messages did likely have an effect on voting trends.
White voters with racially conservative or anti-immigrant attitudes switched
votes to Trump at a higher rate than those with more liberal views on these
issues. At the same time, White voters who had liberal views on race and immigration moved toward Clinton. Congruent with media coverage, vote switching to Trump was, in raw numbers, far more prevalent among the working
class than the nonworking class, though the relationship between attitudes and
switching did not vary significantly by class. The inverse was true for Clinton.
We find little evidence that economic dislocation and marginality were significantly related to vote switching in 2016.
While this, by itself, is not evidence of partisan realignment, history suggests that significant changes in voting across party lines, particularly for
the presidency, precede changes in party identities, the basis for realignments. This sequence of events played out during the Southern realignment
(i.e., Democrats voting for GOP presidential candidates but maintaining their
party attachment), and here we provide evidence that it may be happening
again after two terms with a Black president and during an era of mass demographic change due to immigration. Racial conservatives and those with the
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In sum, our analyses yield two core findings that both run counter to dominant media narrative on the 2016 election. First, we find a much stronger
association between symbolic racial and immigration attitudes and switching
for Trump and Clinton than between economic marginality or local economic
dislocation and vote switching. In fact, we find marginally small or no associations between any of our economic indicators and vote switching in either
direction. Second, while significantly more working-class Whites switched
votes to Trump in 2016 than nonworking-class Whites, lending some credence
to election reporting, little evidence exists that working-class Whites were significantly more motivated by racial and immigration attitudes to switch than
nonworking-class Whites.
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Supplementary Data
Supplementary data are freely available at Public Opinion Quarterly online.
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